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This paper proposes an interface for supporting a user’s activity of mining useful information from a large amount
of text. Finding useful knowledge from texts requires a trial-and-error process; thus, a user’s information request
becomes clearer with the execution of the process. Our proposed interface attempts to expedite this process. When
a user performs a text mining task, it is necessary for him or her to use combinations of different text analysis
tools to analyze the text. In order to combine different text mining tools, the Total Environment for Text Data
Mining (TETDM) was recently proposed. However, currently, the interface of TETDM is not sufficiently good to
perform such a task; it does not provide a means to combine/switch text analysis tools smoothly. In this study, we
redesigned the interface of TETDM such that it enables smooth switching/combining of text analysis tools. The
proposed interface includes a graph in which nodes denote the tools and links denote the processing flow between
them. The interface facilitates (1) combining/switching text analysis tools by directly manipulating nodes, and (2)
understanding the current state of each tool.

1. Introduction

Large amounts of text data can be found via the World

Wide Web and stored on computers. Such a text is used

for browsing and as information resources for finding useful

knowledge based on its analysis. Text mining is a tech-

nique for finding useful knowledge from unstructured text

data. This is a complex technique that includes natural

language processing, data mining, and information visual-

ization, which are used adaptively to find useful knowledge.

In addition many techniques have been developed, such as

keyword extraction, important sentence extraction, auto-

matic document summarization, and document clustering.

Other examples of the extraction of useful knowledge and

novel information by text mining have been proposed.

In general, text mining is not a goal-oriented task because

the user’s informational requirements are clear when they

start their exploration. To extract useful knowledge from

a large text collection, a user is required to perform ex-

ploratory information analysis, such as repeated trial-and-

error processes and viewing a text collection from a variety

of perspectives. When a user performs a text mining task,

it is necessary to use combinations of different text analysis

techniques to analyze the text. However, few methods of in-

formation access can satisfy the variety of requests made by

people who want to acquire useful knowledge from a large

volume of text data. In addition, a variety of information

visualization techniques have been proposed but an environ-

ment is not available that allows users to take advantage of

these techniques.

To address this problem, the Total Environment for

Text Data Mining (TETDM) was proposed recently
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[Sunayama 11a]. TETDM provides an environment in

which users can combine a variety of text analysis tools.

TETDM aims to support users who want to mine for useful

information in a large volume of text. This type of task is

known as exploratory data analysis.

However, the TETDM interface is not adequate for per-

forming these types of tasks. In this paper, we propose a

redesigned interface for TETDM. The proposed interface

includes a graph where the nodes denote the tools while

links denote the process flow between nodes. This inter-

face facilitates: (1) combining/switching text analysis tools

by manipulating nodes directly, and (2) understanding the

current state of each tool.

2. Related Work

In this section, we describe the characteristics of text min-

ing and how TETDM was designed to perform this task.

2.1 Text Mining
Text mining is a complex technique that combines various

techniques such as natural language processing, data min-

ing, and information visualization. Text mining aims to ex-

tract useful information and novel knowledge from unstruc-

tured text data using a combination of these techniques. To

improve the performance of information extraction from a

text, natural language processing is an indispensable pre-

processing step for text mining, because text mining aims to

analyze unstructured data, i.e., raw text data [Rajman 97].

Table 1 shows the relationships between text mining, data

mining, and information retrieval [Hearst 99]. Importantly,

text mining differs from information retrieval. An infor-

mation retrieval system does not facilitate the discovery or

derivation of new information from data. Hearst stated

that: “The fact that an information retrieval system can

return a document that contains the information a user re-

quested implies that no new discovery is being made: the
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Table 1: A classification of data mining and text data mining applications [Hearst 99]

Finding Patterns Finding Nuggets

Novel Non-Novel

Non-textual data standard data mining ? database queries

Textual data computational linguistics real TDM infomation retrieval

information had to have already been known to the author

of the text; otherwise the author could not have written it

down.” In addition, data mining is a technique used to find

patterns in large volumes of data. Consequently, informa-

tion retrieval and data mining do not contribute to finding

novel information. Text mining can not only extract well-

known information and finds patterns but also find novel

information in a large volume of text.

According to Nasukawa, text mining provides knowl-

edge candidates that contribute to users awareness

[Nasukawa 09]. Considering a variety of information other

than the data for analysis, users will determine whether the

acquired awareness is useful. Text mining is not a technique

that finds knowledge automatically, but one that enables

users to find knowledge. They find knowledge by manip-

ulating the system interactively. Nasukawa also reported

a case where automobile failure information was analyzed

using text mining, which demonstrated the importance of

trial-and-error during text mining.

2.2 Exploratory Data Analysis
When a user begins a text mining task to extract use-

ful knowledge from text, their information request might

not be clear. Thus, a user’s information request is clar-

ified by repeating a trial-and-error process. The request

may also change. This is also the case when a user has a

predetermined request. This type of task belongs to the

category of exploratory data analysis [Hartwig 79]. Hearst

described text mining as quoted in the previous section.

He also stated that text mining is a form of exploratory

data analysis from the view point of finding novel informa-

tion and information to solve a problem [Hearst 99]. When

performing exploratory data analysis using a computer, a

user iterates the following processes: (1) a user has an am-

biguous idea of what they want to find in the data so they

submit a query to the computer; (2) the computer retrieves

a result based on the query; (3) based on the result returned

by the computer, the user obtains a better understanding

of the data and formulates a new query. The user gradu-

ally collects useful information related to problem-solving

and decision-making via these processes [Matsushita 05a].

Hence the facilitation of these processes is necessary to sup-

port exploratory data analysis.

2.3 Total Environment for Text Data Mining
(TETDM)

Various text mining methods and basic techniques have

been proposed. However, the tools proposed based on these

methods are frequently tentative or unavailable. During

text mining, a user has to apply a combination of different

Figure 1: Total Environment for Text Data Mining.

text analysis tools. This may be a burden for the user who

has to build each tool separately, format the data for each

tool, and implement an interface to compare the analyti-

cal results generate by each tool. Therefore, it is not easy

for the user to perform text mining with a variety of text

analysis tools.

To address this problem, TETDM was proposed as a

system for performing text mining [Sunayama 11a]. In

TETDM, multiple text analysis tools can be displayed hori-

zontally (Figure 1). In addition, each text analysis tool per-

forms separate mining and visualization processes, which

are implemented as modules in the system. Thus, users can

perform a variety of text analyses by combining/switching

modules depending on their requirements.

The following section describes examples of the tools that

are available in TETDM.

2.4 Available Tools on TETDM
Nishihara et al. presented a method for visualizing text

based on topic relevance [Nishihara 11] where the back-

ground of each sentence was colored from black to yellow de-

pending on the relevance of each sentence, which supported

the user’s understanding of the text. In TETDM, this

method was implemented by combining MakeLight (Item 1

in Table 2) with ScoreDist (Item 1 in Table 3) or TextDis-

playColor (Item 3 in Table 3). The central area in Fig-

ure 1 shows a visualization of the results generated by this

method.

A system that evaluates the subject relevance of each

sentence has been proposed [Sunayama 11b]. This system

requires two types of input data: text and a set of terms

that it contains. In TETDM, this method is implemented

by combining LabelData (Item 2 Table 2) and FlowPanel

(Item 4 in Table 3). It also uses the output data from

Panoramic (Item 3 in Table 2) as input data, which is a set
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Figure 2: Interface for switching/combining a module.

of terms. The right area in Figure 1 shows a visualization

of the results generated using this method.

Users can combine the same mining modules or dif-

ferent mining modules, depending on their requirements.

TETDM aims to build an environment that can use a vari-

ety of text analysis tools by integrating text analysis tech-

niques from existing and future studies into a single envi-

ronment. Thus, users will not have to perform extra work

so they can focus on their analysis.

3. Problems of the TETDM interface

As mentioned earlier, text mining is a form of exploratory

data analysis based on a trial-and-error process. The

TETDM system aims to perform this task. The interface

should allow the user to perform the trial-and-error pro-

cess smoothly. However, the current interface of TETDM

is not adequate for performing this task. In this section, we

describe the problems of the TETDM interface.

3.1 Module Selection
During text mining using the TETDM system, the user

must be able to select or switch a module that suits their

needs. The system uses drop-down lists as an interface to

select or switch each text analysis tool (Figure 2). However,

the user cannot access all of the available modules until a list

has been opened. This prevents the smooth performance of

a task by the user. A user cannot execute text mining

smoothly if they cannot access all of the available analysis

tools and the results generated using each tool.

3.2 Input/Output Data for Each Module
In the TETDM system, a user can apply combinations

of text mining techniques in a flexible manner. To achieve

this, each text analysis technique is separated into two pro-

cesses, i.e., the mining process and visualization process,

and each process is implemented as a module in the system.

By combining mining modules and visualization modules,

the user can use them as text analysis tools. Furthermore,

it is possible to view the analysis results from various per-

spectives and to compare the analytical results by switching

the visualization module for a mining module or the min-

ing module for a visualization module. Current modules in

TETDM system, however, are quite restricted in terms of

their combination. These modules are not available to use

in flexible combinations with other modules for various rea-

sons. Thus, modules can be combined only with a specified

module where a mining module has two mining processes

and a specified module.

3.3 Data Flow between Modules
In the TETDM system, the text data input into the sys-

tem is processed using three steps: (1) preprocessing by

natural language processing such as morphological analy-

sis; (2) processing using a mining module; (3) processing

using a combined visualization module with a mining mod-

ule. In addition, the system has a function that allows inter-

actions with the input/output data between a module and

other uncombined modules. Concequently, the data flow re-

quired to input the text data from the displayed analytical

result is highly complex. Furthermore, with the exception

of the flow to/from modules in current use, the data flow

is not indicated explicitly to a user. For this reason, it is

difficult for a user to understand how their current analysis

will affect other analytical results. Hence, an unintended

operation performed by the user may interfere with their

trial-and-error process.

4. Redesign

In the previous section, we described the problems of

TETDM from the perspective of the user’s trial-and-

error process during text mining. To address these prob-

lems, we considered the requirements for the TETDM in-

terface where users need the following features: (1) to

switch/combine modules smoothly, (2) to access each mod-

ule in use, and (3) to access the data flows between modules.

In this section, we describe the design guidelines from two

perspectives: (1) the user and (2) the data, to ensure the

development of a satisfactory interface.

4.1 User’s Behavior
During a text mining task in the TETDM system, a user

analyzes text by combining/switching a variety of module

in their trial-and-error process. To execute these analytical

processes effectively, the TETDM interface should not in-

terfere with the user’s trial-and-error process. To facilitate

the user’s trial-and-error process, an interface containing

the requisite switching/combining modules should be intu-

itive. It is also assumed that a user employs a combination

of text analysis tools to analyze texts because the contents

of the analytical procedure may be highly variable. Conse-

quently, a user must be able to access their analytical pro-

cess to appreciate their current state and to choose their

requisite analysis.

To respond to requests, our proposed interface includes

a graph where the nodes denote the modules and the links

denote the process flow between nodes (see Figure 3). The

proposed interface allows a user to switch/combine text

analysis tools by manipulating the nodes directly. This is
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Table 2: Available Mining Modules (TETDM version 0.34)

Module Name Description

1 MakeLight evaluate the subject relevance of each sentence

2 LabelData evaluate the coherence of a text

3 Panoramic extract characteristic terms and sentences

4 SubjectExtraction extract subject terms

5 PaperCheck extract designated phrases

6 LongSentenceCheck extract long sentences from a document

7 TextInfo summarize the results processed by other modules

8 Twitter twitter search results as input text data

9 RelevancesKM output the relevance of each term

10 ToTagData output data for TagCloudView (Item 7 in Table 3) based on the term frequency

11 AnnotationMining extract sentences to be annotated based on the importance of each sentence

Table 3: Available Visualization Modules (TETDM version 0.34)

Module Name Description

1 ScoreDist display each sentence weight as a bar chart

2 TextDisplay display text

3 TextDisplayColor display text with terms and sentences with a background color

4 FlowPanel for LabelData (Item 2 in Table 2)

5 XDrawDisplay display keywords based on their importance

6 TextDisplayHtml display HTML text

7 SimpleKeywordMap display a keyword map

8 TagCloudView display a tag cloud

Figure 3: Concept of Proposal Interface.

achieved intuitively by manipulating the nodes directly as

objects.

4.2 Data Format Limitation Between Modules
In the TETDM system, the text mining process has three

stages: natural language processing, data mining, and in-

formation visualization. Each text analysis tool is imple-

mented by combining mining modules and visualization

modules. It imposes the implementation of a single mod-

ule to perform multiple processing on module developers if

they implement a text mining tool that requires complex

processing. This reduced the availability of a module in a

wider usage.

In our proposed interface, we reorganize each module to

perform single processes by setting constraints on their in-

put/output data format. Consequently, a user can combine

or switch each module in a flexible manner. As shown in

Figure 3, it can also connect a series of many mining mod-

ules. We can also consider the natural language processing

as a module like a mining module and a visualization mod-

ule. Each module has input and output formats and the

pairing of combinable modules is determined by them. For

example, Panoramic (Item 3 in Table 2) is a mining mod-

ule for automatic document summarization where the input

format is a text document while its morphological analysis

results and output formats are keywords and a summarized

text, respectively. The modules that can be combined with

Panoramic are determined by XDrawDisplay and TextDis-

play in each input format (shown at the top of Figure 4).

However, Panoramic includes multiple processes and has

multiple data output formats for various processes. We pro-

pose that one module performs one process. For example,

we can split the module into three processes, as shown at

the bottom of Figure 4: (1) keyword extraction, (2) im-

portant sentence extraction, and (3) automatic document

summarization. By organizing the input/output data for-

mat of modules, users can combine more modules in a flex-

ible manner. As shown in Figure 3, the user can access all
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Figure 5: The Prototype System.

of the analytical processes involving the input text and the

results as simple paths.

5. Implementation

In this section, we describe a prototype system, which we

implemented based on our design guidelines. The proto-

type system was implemented using TETDM system ver-

sion 0.34.

5.1 Overview
In the proposed interface, we use a graph where the nodes

denote each module and the links denote the process flow.

This allows users to understand how each module is used.

In addition, we made the switching module more intuitive

by manipulating a node directly, which denotes a module.

In this implementation, the system cannot display multiple

text analysis tools at the same time. Because we focused on

facilitating the smooth switching and combining of modules

to help the user understand how the modules are used.

Figure 5 shows the prototype system with the proposed

interface. The system comprises a tool panel, which is dis-

played as a visualization result in the basic system (Fig-

ure 5, right side) with the proposed interface (Figure 5, left

side). The rectangles on the interface indicate the currently

available modules, which are nodes in the graph. The mod-

ule names are associated with each node. The TETDM

system uses two types of modules: mining modules and vi-

sualization modules. We also added another type of module

as a node, which shows the preprocessing that occurs such

as the processes between text input and natural language

processing. When nodes are connected by a link, it shows

that the nodes are combined. When a large number of

nodes are displayed, it is difficult for a user to determine

the module type. Thus, each module is highlighted with

different colors according to the module’s process.

5.2 Manipulation
A user can manipulate nodes directly, where each module

is operated using a mouse to place a node in the neighbor-

hood of a node so they can be combined by dragging and

dropping, and these nodes are linked automatically.

Figure 6: Add modules.

In the left of Figure 6, we use the mining module, Label-

Data, and the visualization module, FlowPanel. In the right

of Figure 6, we use the mining module, MakeLight, and the

visualization module, TextDisplayColor. After combining

a pair of modules, a user can switch on the visualization

module by clicking the node that denotes it.

6. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the user exploration process

during text mining and our future work.

6.1 User’s Exploration Process on Text Min-
ing

Text mining requires exploratory information analysis

based on trial-and-error processes. This task comprises two

of exploration processes: (1) exploratory browsing and (2)

focused searching [White 09]. The process that corresponds

to exploratory browsing requires that a user understands

the text collection by considering it from various perspec-

tives, while the process that corresponds to focused search

requires that a user perform a detailed analysis of a portion

of a text collection because the user’s information request is

clarified. Thus, a user can clarify their information request

by growing and contracting the exploration space repeat-

edly.

The user performs a trial-and-error process during the

former exploration procedure so the proposed interface is

beneficial for this process. During the latter process, a user

might not need to switch the text analysis tool frequently

because their information request has been clarified. During

text mining, however, the user’s information request may be

changed. Therefore, the user moves from a focused search

to exploratory browsing so our proposed interface indicates

how each tool is used and the user can determine the tool

that they require.

6.2 Future Work
In the prototype system, multiple text analysis tools can-

not be displayed horizontally. In addition, we implemented

our proposed interface based on TETDM and we did not
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Figure 4: Example of module segmentation.

change the module specifications. We need to consider the

best way to implement our system.

To support effective exploratory data analysis using a

computer, we need to consider the user’s exploratory ac-

tions and their reflective actions [Matsushita 05b]. In the

proposed interface, we use a graph to indicate how each

module is used. Thus, we consider that our proposed in-

terface could support user reflection during the exploration

process by adding functions that save the history of the

graph states and annotations based on the user’s aware-

ness.

7. Conclusion

In this study, we redesigned the TETDM interface and

implemented a prototype interface based on the existing

TETDM system to support the trial-and-error process dur-

ing text mining.

Text mining is a form of exploratory data analysis and

the system applied to this type of task needs to support the

analytical process. However, the TETDM interface used to

perform text mining tasks is not adequate for this type of

task. Therefore, we considered the user requirements for

performing trial-and-error processes smoothly and we re-

designed the TETDM interface by including a graph where

the nodes denote the modules while the links denote the

process flow between the nodes. In future, we will improve

the interface further and investigate its utility.
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